Morph
Modular Seating
We’ve added large curves to our popular
bench seating: Morph - a bold modern,
funky design with a friendly shape and
your choice of colour.
Ultra contemporary in design,
Morph creates the ultimate structure to
show off any exterior or interior features,
whilst also providing a comfortable seat.
Sui Generis is the leading
composite mouldings company that
creates standard and bespoke designs.

Morph solo benches modular group arrangements,
also available in mid and end bench options.
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Morph
Modular Seating
Simple lines & colour add beauty and value
to exteriors or interior gyms, sports venues,
schools & colleges, meeting areas, waiting
rooms, shelters, showrooms, exhibitions,
foyers and lobbies.
Morph bench solo is perfect as a standalone
Morph end benches.

seat, or modular group arrangements.
We’ve also added an end bench and a mid
bench for great flexibly in space planning.
Ultra contemporary in design, Morph creates
the ultimate structure to show off any exterior
or interior features, whilst also providing a
comfortable seat.
Our modular designs are composite moulded
and create striking landscape features.
Each seat can be made in any BS/RAL
colour to match any colour scheme or
corporate interior. Morph is easy to install as
it’s lightweight and modular in construction.
Installation service available.
Trade discounts available.
SGF112 A solo bench
SGF112 B mid bench

Morph solo bench arrangements.

SGF112 C end bench
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Morph solo bench - all sizes in mm’s
FRONT

SIDE

1500

600

Principal Material:
Composite moulded.
Dimensions:
600 x 1500 x 450mm high.
Each seat can be supplied:

R7

450

1. Weighted with a rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 45 kgs.
2. Un-weighted with rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 22 kgs.

R

10

450

400

5

50

3. Fitted with anchor bolts for
permanent fixing. Approx. 18 kgs.
Supply options:

PLAN

600

1. Weighted: Modules supplied weighted
to prevent people from easily moving
installations to another area.
Weighted modules are ideal if you
would like the flexibility to move seating
at a later date and the security that they
will be safe.
2. Un-weighted: This supply option offers
the utmost in flexibility and is ideal for
domestic use or in areas where you want
to move seats quickly and easily,
such as events/exhibition spaces.
3. Fitted with anchor bolts: Modules are
complete with anchor bolts for permanent
fixing - ideal for public open spaces or
where security may be an issue.

Morph solo benches, with matching Rondo seat / table.

Morph solo benches, with matching Quattro seat / table.
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Morph mid bench - all sizes in mm’s
FRONT

SIDE

1200

600

Principal Material:
Composite moulded.
Dimensions:
600 x 1200 x 450mm high.
Each seat can be supplied:

R7

450
R

10

450

400

5

1. Weighted with a rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 45 kgs.
2. Un-weighted with rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 21 kgs.

50

3. Fitted with anchor bolts for
permanent fixing. Approx. 17 kgs.
Supply options:

PLAN

600

1. Weighted: Modules supplied weighted
to prevent people from easily moving
installations to another area.
Weighted modules are ideal if you
would like the flexibility to move seating
at a later date and the security that they
will be safe.
2. Un-weighted: This supply option offers
the utmost in flexibility and is ideal for
domestic use or in areas where you want
to move seats quickly and easily,
such as events/exhibition spaces.
3. Fitted with anchor bolts: Modules are
complete with anchor bolts for permanent
fixing - ideal for public open spaces or
where security may be an issue.
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Morph end bench - all sizes in mm’s
FRONT

SIDE

1200

600

Principal Material:
Composite moulded.
Dimensions:
600 x 1200 x 450mm high.
Each seat can be supplied:

R7

450
R

10

450

400

5

1. Weighted with a rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 45 kgs.
2. Un-weighted with rubber anti-slide base.
Approx. 21 kgs.

50

3. Fitted with anchor bolts for
permanent fixing. Approx. 17 kgs.
Supply options:

PLAN

600

1. Weighted: Modules supplied weighted
to prevent people from easily moving
installations to another area.
Weighted modules are ideal if you
would like the flexibility to move seating
at a later date and the security that they
will be safe.
2. Un-weighted: This supply option offers
the utmost in flexibility and is ideal for
domestic use or in areas where you want
to move seats quickly and easily,
such as events/exhibition spaces.
3. Fitted with anchor bolts: Modules are
complete with anchor bolts for permanent
fixing - ideal for public open spaces or
where security may be an issue.
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Sui Generis International Ltd
The Chandler Centre
Hythe Quay
Colchester
CO2 8JF
Tel: 01206 798 798
Fax: 01206 866 666
Email: info@suigeneris.co.uk
www.suigeneris.co.uk

For more about Morph seating:
www.suigeneris.co.uk/morph
For more about Sui Generis’ seating,
planters and water features visit:
www.suigeneris.co.uk/landscape

www.facebook.com/SuiGenerisGeoMet

Funky shapes and fun colours, available in any BS / RAL single colours and striking splat colour designs.
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